
Illustration design subject 

Teaching materials 

 

The meaning of illustrated books 

 illustrated book is a book that has Illustrations are used for decorative 

purposes. 

Explain and serve as a reference document. The importance of 

illustrations is that they can show things that the writer cannot. 

Can be explained in written language using printed illustrations which 

print illustrations mean 

The visual content that appears in the document Various publications In 

addition to the message content that is 

Letters These images may be drawings. or photos and also includes 

various graphics such as dots 

Lines, colors, stripes or graphics Other geometric lines which is also 

used to decorate printed works, is important 

Because you can give details and realism beyond description, giving 

beauty and Impressive. 



The importance of printed illustrations 

 

 The importance of printed illustrations is as follows: 

1. Use to create understanding Sometimes describing something The 

letters have limitations. What is the limit that will indicate 

What is described How is that? In some cases, even though the speaker 

has a good command of words, 

No matter how hard it is, it cannot be easily understood, such as 

explaining the difference between a horse and a donkey. 

For people who have never seen these two animals, it would be very 

difficult. 

2. Use to enhance understanding In cases where the message can 

create a certain level of understanding but has not yet 

clearly, so it is necessary to use illustrations to enhance understanding, 

such as explaining Buddhism 

Characteristics of Buddha statues from various periods If there are 

illustrations to enhance understanding in more details, 

It will make you understand more. 

3. Used as evidence to identify a person. Presenting pictures to identify 

a person may not be used. 



The text explains that What does this person look like? But if you print 

the picture and tell the name of the person who sees it, 

will be known and remembered immediately. 

4. Used to decorate printed pages, illustrations help make printed work 

more beautiful and attractive to read. Technology 

Modern photography, photo editing and printing facilitate working with 

illustrations. 

Moreover, taking photos is easier, reducing the process of editing 

images. Less time consuming, simple visualization 

Photocopying or scanning images can be done with good quality and 

quickly and easily. In addition, technology 

Computers also help to edit and modify images. Can be made in many 

formats. 

 

 



Types of illustrated books 

 

 

1. A picture book containing poems for children (Mother Goose 

Rhymes) is a picture book. 

A collection of poems for children, including rhymes and rhymes. 

lullaby which sometimes may not have any serious meaning 



But there are words that rhyme and rhyme for children to sing and play 

along with. Beautiful pictures are used. Let's assemble the content so 

that children 

Feeling fun and liking 

2. Small books suitable for small children's hands (Baby Books) / (First 

Books) / (Toys 

Books) because they are books for For very young children, 0-2 years 

old, with emphasis on colorful illustrations. 

Focus on the story Some books may have special patterns or 

mechanisms for children to pull, pick up, and attach like toys. They 

usually do. 

from durable materials such as cloth books and foam books because 

children at this age are still I don't know how to hold my hand and like 

it. 

Put things in your mouth. 

3. Picture books that use only images to communicate (Wordless 

Picture Books) do not have subtitles. 

or has very little description Because the pictures in the book can tell 

the story so clearly on their own that it doesn't 

No narration is required. It is considered a book suitable for people of 

all ages. From very young children to adults 

This is a book where there is no language barrier for the reader at all. 

4. Picture books teaching letters (Alphabet Books) increase language 

learning by using 

Pictures and words, both remembering symbols or the shape of each 

letter. with meaning When the child saw it all 



At the same time, it will help create a better holistic word recognition 

process, allowing children to develop skills in 

Language and art go together. Because there is beauty in the 

illustrations. 

5. Picture books that aim to teach children simple math skills (Counting 

Books) such as 

Counting numbers, adding, subtracting, various numbers, etc. may or 

may not have a story. for children to learn 

About numbers through beautiful illustrations 

6. Books that present concepts about various things (Concept Books). 

The content of every book 

Details from front cover to back cover The shape of the book must 

match. For example, the book is in the shape of a mango. 

The content within every page must be about mangoes, etc. 

7. A picture book with a simple story. There are illustrations to help tell 

the story (Easy to Read Books) 

Number of words: Each page has a few sentences for children at an age 

who are just learning to read. Can read each page to the end without 

It feels too long or difficult. Sometimes words are divided into syllables 

to make them easier to read, such as “Today 

The weather was good, so Mr. Chang went for a walk.” 

8. Three-dimensional picture books (Pop-Up Books) are picture books 

with special techniques, both using mechanisms. 

Paper creates 3D images. Press buttons to produce music, light, or soft 

materials for children to rub. What is there? 



It is more interesting than the flat plane of plain paper. so that the 

children Interact with books and create 

amazingness Therefore, in this type of book the images and techniques 

are very prominent and therefore suitable for 

Present content that is not very long. 

9. Picture books with complex stories (Picture Story Books) use both 

pictures and words. that facilitates 

Can be interpreted in many dimensions. For children, they may 

understand the meaning at a superficial level. But adults who read the 

book may communicate 

The meaning is deeper. This type of picture book has many different 

stories. The difficulty of the pictures and 

The content has no boundaries or boundaries. 

10. Picture books that focus on providing accurate knowledge, 

information, and facts. (Informational books) 

By using this illustration. The content is presented in a proportion 

similar to narration, suitable for older children to read. 

yourself to enhance your experience Because children will receive 

knowledge correctly and also able to enjoy 

pictures as well. If small children are allowed to look at the pictures. 

There may be an adult waiting to explain the pictures and content to 

you along with Viewing images. 



 



 



 


